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Foreword from Tim Freeman
Against the backdrop of tight fiscal control that influences every aspect
of industrial life, capital investment in powder testing equipment requires
rigorous justification. The level of investment can vary considerably but
so too can the potential economic return. Consequently it is important to
understand the ways in which powder testing can deliver value and how
the features of an instrument or technique may influence the magnitude
of any gains. This booklet, the third in our series, draws on Freeman
Technology’s extensive experience of how powder testing delivers
tangible returns, in different industries, from R&D into production. I hope
it is useful in providing guidance when evaluating testing technologies
for your application.

Managing Director
Freeman Technology Ltd.

The Value of Powder Testing

T

here are many circumstances
in which the generation of
analytical data is an absolute
requirement. For example,
regulatory guidance for the
development of pharmaceutical
products points to the measurement
of specific product quality attributes
in order to meet release criteria.
Clearly such a situation demands
an appropriate measurement
method, but often the most critical
decision is simply how to meet the
analytical requirement in a costeffective way.
Aside from mandatory testing,
the decision-making process
when investing in analytical
instrumentation is frequently much
less straightforward. The purchase
price of an instrument is usually
very clear, but the benefits it will
deliver may be less obvious. This
creates significant challenges
when estimating the true return on

investment (ROI), a figure often
used to support a rational decision
as to whether or not to spend
capital.
Here we consider equipment for
powder testing, where analytical
solutions range from the very simple
to the relatively sophisticated, and
where the price varies accordingly.
This brings into focus the question
of what powder testing can deliver
in terms of economic benefit and,
specifically, is it worth investing
in a more sophisticated, but more
expensive system?
This booklet is intended to help
anyone who needs to assess
the value of investing in powder
testing technology. It addresses the
following questions:
• What makes powder test data
valuable?
3

• How does powder testing
deliver an economic return?
• How can I identify ways in
which powder testing might
deliver economic gains with
respect to my specific process
operations or product
development cycle?
• Can I put a figure on any
potential gains, and if so, how?
The aim is to survey the ways in
which an investment in powder
testing equipment might pay back
its initial cost, and to examine the
attributes of particular instruments
and / or techniques that make this
payback more or less likely. Each
investment decision is unique and
the focus here is to show how ROI
can be evaluated to assist in the
decision-making process.
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Section 1
Exploring the differences between powder testers

T

he challenge of meeting
industrial requirements for
characterising powders has given
rise to a significant number of
different powder testing methods. A
detailed review of the most widelyused techniques, including those
described in USP 1174, is provided
in ‘Choosing a Powder Tester’1 but,
in summary, methods and testers
vary in terms of:
•

The number of powder
properties they can measure

•

Reproducibility and
repeatability

•

Level of automation

•

Practicality

•

Sensitivity – the ability to detect
variation and differentiate
between samples that are
similar in many respects

•

Whether the parameters
measured correlate directly
with defined aspects of
product or process
performance

•

The level of manual input
required for successful analysis

•

The cost of equipment and any
ancillaries and services required

At one end of the spectrum are
simple, traditional test methods,
such as angle of repose. This is
a relatively easy test that is quick
to perform and which delivers a
single value: a classification of
flowability derived from the angle at
which a pile of powder settles when
poured onto a flat surface. Capital
expenditure associated with angle of
repose instrumentation is low, partly
because there is little automation.
The results provide some insight
6

Angle of repose measurements quantify
powder flowability on the basis of the
angle at which a heap of powder settles

1
into powder flow behaviour but in
general this technique has poor
repeatability and reproducibility, and
lacks sensitivity. Angle of repose
provides a coarse classification of
powders but cannot detect subtle
differences between samples. Of
equal importance is the limitation
of the data produced, in terms of
their ability to correlate with either
product or process performance.
This limitation is especially relevant
for processes involving changes in
consolidation, aeration or flow rate.
More modern techniques,
such as dynamic testing, offer
significantly greater repeatability
and reproducibility. There are welldefined testing methodologies for
all dynamic properties and the
instrumentation used to measure
them is precisely engineered
and substantially automated.
Dynamic testing is highly sensitive.
Furthermore, a number of properties

can be measured using the same
instrument, with powders analysed in
a consolidated, moderately stressed,
aerated, or even fluidised state.
However, compared with techniques
such as angle of repose, the initial
financial investment associated with
instrumentation for dynamic testing is
higher, and it remains an empirical

technique, which means data can
be more challenging to interpret.
Nevertheless, the results have
proven relevance in the analysis and
optimisation of process and product
performance and can therefore
deliver substantial cost savings.

Dynamic testing measures the powder in motion and can be applied to samples
in a consolidated, moderate stress, aerated or even fluidised state
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1
These two examples lie towards
opposite ends of the spectrum
in terms of both performance
and equipment cost. In between
lie testers of varying levels of
automation and sophistication,
including tapped density, avalanche
and biaxial shear cell testers,
that call for a more considered
assessment of ROI. For example,
the technique of uniaxial testing
has recently been commercialised
providing access to a new method
for flowability ranking. Equipment
costs are relatively low, compared
with other fully automated systems,
measurement is quick, and results
are extremely repeatable and
reproducible. This is a significant list
of benefits. However, uniaxial testing
may not be suitable for very freeflowing powders and is less likely to
be relevant to applications in which,
for example, the powder is subject
to aeration. The economic impact

of this constraint depends on the
requirements of the user.
To evaluate ROI, it is necessary
to move beyond qualitative
assessments and develop a more
defined and robust determination
of economic benefit. This raises
the question of how the features
listed at the start of this section
translate into value. Consider
sensitivity as an example. A
sensitive measurement technique
will be able to differentiate between
samples that other less sensitive
methodologies might classify as
identical. Whether this is valuable
or not depends on the application
for which the data are being used.
If a simple measurement technique
adequately classifies a powder as
performing efficiently or not, then
nothing further is required. However,
a widespread issue for powder
processors is that materials fail to
8

perform as expected, in a process
or when used as a product, despite
meeting the defined specification
associated with their use. Meeting
this challenge calls for a more
powerful measurement technique
and highlights the way in which
relevance and sensitivity can
translate directly into added value. If
carrying out a specific test halts the
introduction of a raw material before
it can compromise the process, or
prevents the release of a poorly
performing product, then it is
delivering value in a very direct way.
To examine in more detail how
powder tester features into added
value, it is necessary to look more
closely at how powder testing is
applied within the industrial work
flow.

Understanding ROI calculations
Return on investment (ROI) calculations take various forms but typically determine either a percentage return on the
initial investment or a payback time. They are an economic tool for ranking investment decisions and offer a valuable
strategy for allocating capital budget to greatest effect.
Some companies may impose ROI targets or payback times that must be met before an investment will be considered.
Here an ROI calculation is an essential element of the capital expenditure case. In other circumstances ROI calculations
allow the rigorous ranking of a range of alternative solutions, or indeed diverse projects, in terms of their ability to
enhance profitability. Either way, ROI calculations bring quantification and clarity to investment decisions.
Return on investment is calculated from the ratio of the economic gain delivered to the initial investment. Consider the
example of an analytical instrument that costs £50,000. Estimated savings directly attributable to this purchase amount
to £12,500 per year. The return on investment is therefore 25% (£12,500/£50,000).
Payback time is another way of presenting this same basic information. Returning to the example above, if the tester
returns £12,500 per year then it pays back the initial investment of £50,000 over four years (a point to note is that this
very simple calculation takes no account of net present value).
Some care is required when establishing initial investment costs, which might reasonably be expected to include
expenditure associated with installation and commissioning and, arguably, initial training as well as the cost of the
equipment itself. It is important to be realistic about the full costs of installing a tester and making it work productively.
However, developing a robust figure for this side of the equation is often relatively straightforward. The price of the
instrument and any associated ancillaries can be derived with some accuracy from discussions with the supplier and
a knowledge of previous project work. The time involved in getting to the point of useful application is more difficult to
estimate but determining figures for initial commissioning should be straightforward.
The ‘returns’ side of the equation can be much harder to calculate, even when the instrument is in place. Value might be
slow to accumulate as experience advances, so averaging gains from the first few months might provide an unreliable
picture of the ultimate true value. More problematic though is that ROI forecasts are often forward-looking calculations
implemented in support of a justification for capital expenditure. Here an estimated average return, based on projected
benefits, is necessary. This is difficult and relies on a systematic and rigorous evaluation of the problems that the
instrument may solve and the potential value of it doing so.
9
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Section 2
Exploring how powder testing delivers economic benefit

P
2

owder testers are used at every
step of the product lifecycle:
from R&D through formulation
and into process development,
to support equipment design
and day-to-day operation,
for troubleshooting, and for
quality control of raw materials,
intermediates and final products.

with less manual input. The impact
is usually to improve the efficiency
or speed at which progress can
be made, in R&D for example, or
to enhance the performance of a
process or product. Scrutinising
these general trends provides
some important pointers as to how
potential returns may accrue.

When looking at how a new
powder tester might return value
it is important to consider the
impact it might have on all of
these activities.
Broadly speaking, a new
analytical instrument will be
purchased for one of two reasons.
Either because it delivers new or
unique data, information that is
of value and cannot otherwise be
accessed, or because it provides
similar measurements faster or
10

Product development and formulation

I

n R&D, powder testing can help
shape the properties of a new
product so that it performs in a way
that provides direct benefit to the
customer. For example, if the aim
is to develop a powder coating
for a fluid bed process, the way
in which the powder flows and
fluidises may be one of the critical
factors for product success. An
efficient approach to this type of
challenge is to establish targets for
powder properties that define high
performance for the application.
The next step is to manipulate the
relevant variables to meet those
targets. In the case of powder
coatings, particle size and shape
will contribute to flowability and
fluidisation properties, making
these parameters suitable
candidates for an optimisation
study. However, it is often the

case that not all of the particle
properties that affect performance,
such as cohesivity, can be directly
measured in an easy or reliable
way. This is why measuring
relevant bulk properties of the
powder is so important.

with fewer pilot studies, then it can
bring faster commercialisation
and deliver significant economic
advantages.

In the case of the powder coating
example, this application calls for
an understanding of the powder’s
response to air. Powder properties
In this type of work, the ability of a
powder tester to measure properties of proven relevance to this aspect
of behaviour include permeability
that directly correlate with vital
and fluidisation performance,
aspects of product performance,
parameters that can be quantified
or indeed of in-process behaviour,
with dynamic powder measurement.
brings real value. One approach to
This means that powder testers with
R&D is to conduct extensive pilot
scale studies to investigate process this capability will be a more natural
fit for this R&D work, generating
behaviour and learn how to make
more useful data. Such conclusions
a product that performs well, but
highlight the need to carefully
these can be time-consuming and
consider what an instrument
expensive.
will actually measure, and the
applications it is required to support
If a powder test can deliver the
when assessing its potential value.
information needed to drive the
research to a successful conclusion,
11
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The pharmaceutical industry
provides valuable illustrations
of the role of powder testing
in product formulation. In the
development of dry powder
inhalers (DPIs), for example, the
active ingredient, which is usually
very fine and cohesive, may be
blended with an excipient to
improve flowability and achieve
successful drug delivery to the
lungs. The way in which the
resulting blend aerosolises and
disperses during product use
is critical because inadequate
dispersion inhibits drug delivery.
Creating blends that are optimised
for aerosolisation is an important
formulation goal and one that can
be supported by test methods
with the ability to generate
information that elucidates this
aspect of behaviour.
In contrast, tablet blends are

formulated to ensure manufacture
can proceed at a commercially
acceptable rate whilst achieving
a high quality finished tablet - a
stable product of consistent
and accurate weight, hardness,
content uniformity and dissolution
profile. Blends incorporate a
range of excipients and active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs),
and may vary significantly in
terms of: propensity to segregate;
consistency of flow from the

Tablet presses ultimately need to
produce a consistent and stable
product
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hopper into the feedframe; filling
performance into the die; and
compression properties; all of
which have the ability to influence
the properties of the finished
product. A detailed understanding
of the characteristics of the
powder helps to assess the
potential challenges in all these
areas and to tackle them, via
blend modification or through an
informed choice of processing
equipment.

As with the powder coating
example, these pharmaceutical
applications draw attention to the
need to measure powder properties
that relate directly to the process
under consideration. Aerosolisation
behaviour, like fluidisation
properties, is dependent on a
powder’s response to air, but the
tableting example puts the spotlight
on other aspects of behaviour:
how the powder flows under low
and moderate stress and under
the forcing conditions applied by
the paddles within the feed frame;
how easily it segregates; and its
compressibility profile.

of formulations in a specific unit
operation and correlate these with
measured powder properties to
identify those that are relevant. In
others, the processing experience
needed to adopt this strategy is
not available in which case the
only approach is to develop as
thorough an understanding of
powder behaviour as possible.

In both examples outlined above,
existing research has already
revealed certain variables that are
relevant to performance. In some
instances it is possible to assess
the performance of a number

In either event, a tester with
multiple powder testing
techniques, offers a much greater
opportunity to identify relevant
parameters than a tester that
provides just ‘single number’
characterisation.

Determining the aerosolisation behaviour is
dependent on a powder’s response to air
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Equipment design / selection

S
2

hear testing and stress theory
was advanced by Jenike in
the 1960s, to bring a scientific
approach to the design of
hoppers. It remains useful for
this purpose, and indeed the
associated wall friction testing is
generally helpful for assessing the
suitability of different materials of
construction and / or equipment
coatings.
More widely, powder testing
can support an assessment of
whether a piece of processing
equipment and a given powder
will be a ‘good fit’. This depends
on whether the equipment
subjects the powder to an
environment in which it responds
poorly or responds well. Matching
equipment with powder is
essential for long-term, troublefree operation and is an important

route to sustained economic
benefit.
For companies that specialise
in equipment design it can be
valuable to establish a database
for all materials handled.
Recording the properties
of powders that have been
successfully processed through
certain equipment captures
design experience in a useful and
transferable way. Such information
aids the confident selection of
appropriate equipment for a new
powder. This strategy therefore
leads to easier, more effective
equipment selection, reduced
equipment modification, and
trouble-free, faster commissioning.
Shear testing brought a scientific approach to the design
of hoppers, however, testers with multiple methods can
offer more value to a wider range of processing equipment
14

A powder tester is most helpful
for this type of activity if it enables
the measurement of a range of
powder properties and tailoring of
the test environment to simulate
the processing conditions that
will be applied. Simple powder
testers offer almost no capability for
this. For example, tapped density
measurements simply assess the
inherent change in bulk density
induced in a sample by tapping.
There is minimal control over either
the initial packing state of the
powder or the test environment and,
of equal importance, the test reports
a change in density not a change in
powder flowability.

relevant in certain circumstances
than others. Flowability can
be robustly ranked but there
is limited flexibility to extend
testing to study flow behaviour
in a way that is more relevant to
powder performance in a low
stress environment. For low stress
processes such as blending or
pneumatic conveying alternative
techniques, such as dynamic
testing, can be more informative,
while testers that offer multiple
protocols can offer most value
in circumstances where there is
the need to design a range of
processing equipment.

Biaxial shear cells and uniaxial
testers, in contrast, measure
a consolidated sample under
moderate to high stress, making
the data they produce more
15
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Process operation and troubleshooting

P
2

owder processes often have a
reputation for ‘over-sensitivity’
with performance appearing
to change for no apparent
reason. For example, the plant
may be operating smoothly
for a number of hours but then
become troublesome following
delivery and use of a new batch
of raw material. Or a hopper
is discharging well, but then
flow becomes erratic when the
inventory level is topped up.

may behave poorly as a result of
caking, caused by storage under
sub-optimal conditions. If this is
the problem then the solution may
be to put in place more closely
controlled storage conditions.
Appropriate testing can establish
the sensitivity of the caking
process to temperature and
humidity to provide information
that supports the development of
a cost-effective storage strategy.

Powder testing can be used to
elucidate the reasons behind all of
these operational problems, and
many others. More importantly,
it can provide the information
needed to adopt a rational
approach to their solution.
Returning to the operational
problems highlighted above, for
example, a new batch of powder
16

Caking is a routinely encountered problem
within powder handling operations

More closely controlled storage
may also help to ensure consistent
powder discharge, however within
a hopper, powders are subject
to compression under their own
weight. Some are resilient to this
experience but others consolidate
and become less free-flowing. A
maximum fill-level may therefore
be an easily instigated solution
to the problem. In each case it is
powder test data that will provide
the information needed to both
understand the problem and
develop a sensible and workable
solution.

test sensitivity. Often the challenge
with a processing problem is that
the differences between powders
are not sufficiently understood.
Test methods with the sensitivity to
detect subtle differences between
powders will often reveal the
valuable information needed to
successfully tackle and control
processing problems.

The ability to tackle problems such
as these brings into focus the
value of a powder tester that offers
multiple test protocols and, most
importantly, supports simulation of
the process environment. These
issues also illustrate the value of
17
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Quality control (QC)

Q
2

uality control detects when
a raw material or product
has changed from a defined or
acceptable specification. At this
stage of the process, analysis
may be a non-expert task and the
ability of a testing technique to
reliably differentiate samples in a
relevant way is critical. Simple or
highly automated methods have
advantages here, but so too do
techniques with the sensitivity to
successfully detect a powder that
will perform poorly – either in the
process or as a released product.
A powder processor switching
suppliers to reduce the cost of a raw
material provides a good illustration
of the challenges involved. A
grade of raw material is identified
that offers the same specification
as the original material in terms
of composition, purity, particle
size, bulk density and moisture

content. The new material arrives
and the specification is clearly
met, but when it is introduced into
the process, blockages become
more frequent, flow rates are
compromised and the final product
fails to meet the necessary quality
standards.

What has happened here is
that the specification set for
the raw material is incapable of
differentiating between powders
that will perform poorly in the
process and those that will
perform well. It does not include
at least one other powder property
that influences in-process
behaviour. Here, more relevant
and sensitive powder testing is
likely to hold the answer because
it will reveal which aspect of
powder behaviour - which powder
property - has changed, but
18

is not being detected by the
existing specification. Including
information on powder flow in
the specification may well be
the answer, and a relatively
simple test may be all that is
required, provided that it delivers
repeatable and reproducible
results that enable reliable
identification of materials that are
likely to perform poorly.
In just the same way, a more
complete powder testing regime
supports more effective product
QC and the need to meet
customer requirements reliably.
Better QC of a raw material
protects the process from poor
operation and returns value in that
way, by preventing shutdowns
for example, or reducing the
manual input required to keep the

process operational. Better QC
of a product on the other hand
goes to the heart of a company’s
reputation and competitiveness,
and can therefore deliver
substantial economic benefit.

2
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Going in-line: the value of continuous measurement

2

The primary focus of this paper is to compare the value of different powder testing techniques and the off-line or
at-line devices associated with them. This is consistent with the typical application of powder testing equipment
in industry, which is predominantly laboratory based. However, in-line powder testing is also now a viable option
following the introduction of technology for continuous measurement. For example, drag flow force sensors use
micro-optical technology to measure the forces in moving powders, in real-time, enabling continuous monitoring
of powder flow within pipes and transfer chutes, as well as real-time assessment of unit operations such as
granulation and blending. The availability of such technology considerably alters the scope of ROI evaluations.
In-line technology generates data with minimal disruption to the process and assesses a greater proportion
of the in-process material compared to removing a discrete sample for at-line testing. Furthermore, materials
are evaluated directly under process conditions. These factors ensure that the data generated are highly
representative. However, a defining benefit of in-line technology is that the data are real-time allowing:
•
•
•

Instantaneous detection of deviations from the process set point
Reduction or elimination of over-processing
Minimisation of downtime associated with waiting for analytical results

As before, to understand the value of these benefits we need to understand the tangible improvements they
deliver in activities throughout the product lifecycle. Focusing on R&D, the return here comes from accelerated
experimentation. With real-time monitoring, the impact of a change made on a pilot unit can be instantaneously
observed making it possible to work through experimental conditions quickly, efficiently establishing clear
correlations between operating conditions and process performance. In commercial operation on the other
hand, the ability to precisely control a process and accurately detect the optimal point at which to stop, reduces
manufacturing costs to a minimum and optimises the availability of resources, enabling higher throughput and
better capital utilisation.
20

When it comes to delivering an attractive ROI, in-line technology can therefore score highly, however, there are
limitations. The associated capital investment is likely to be relatively high and may be difficult to justify in the
earlier stages of a project. Furthermore, an in-line system may not provide the same comprehensive information
as an at-line tester, which has the added advantage of requiring relatively small sample quantities.
In areas where real-time analytical technology is more mature, both forms of equipment can deliver value with
off-line and at-line systems used mostly in R&D, but also for QA/QC as well as for detailed troubleshooting,
and in-line technology applied from the pilot plant into commercial scale, primarily for process monitoring. A
key factor in achieving this flexibility is being able to correlate at-line and in-line data to ease the transfer of
specifications. Recently reported correlations between dynamic flow properties and in-line measurements are
particularly encouraging in this regard*.

*Narang, AS. (2016) Process Analytical Technology for High Shear Wet Granulation: Wet Mass Consistency Reported by In-Line Drag Flow Force Sensor
is Consistent with Powder Rheology Measured by At-Line FT4 Powder Rheometer®. Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences. 105:185-187
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Section 3
Demonstrating ROI calculations

F

rom the preceding discussion it
is possible to identify a number
of scenarios that may be used
to demonstrate exactly how ROI
calculations are developed. The
examples that follow illustrate how
to convert a general assessment of
benefit into a robust demonstration
of economic return.

Example 1

3

A manufacturer sources a raw
material from several different
suppliers. All suppliers meet
the same material specification
but some supplies appear to be
associated with the production of
out of specification material and a
consequent increase in the number
of wasted batches. This suggests
that, in fact, not all of the supplies
are of equivalent quality.

In this case purchasing a powder
tester that differentiates a poorly
performing raw material from one
that will perform well has a direct
impact on both raw material usage
and intermediate waste, as well as
asset utilisation.

associated with sub-optimal asset
utilisation. An alternative strategy,
especially if the plant is operating
at capacity, is to simply multiply the
profit per batch by the number of
wasted batches to determine lost
earnings.

One way of calculating the cost
associated with wasted batches is
to multiply the number of wasted
batches by the cost of production
of each batch. If this cost of
production is not available then
it can be estimated with some
accuracy from the cost of raw
ingredients, energy and other
utilities, and manpower, associated
with each batch.

Number of batches * profit per
batch

Number of batches * cost per
batch (raw material, energy,
manpower)
However, this approach does not
take into account the cost penalty
22

For example, if the failure to detect
a poor quality raw material results
in the loss of 5% of the batches
made at a facility that produces 80
batches per year, each of which is
associated with a production cost
of £100,000, then the total cost
saving will be £400,000 per year.
This may seem a relatively high
production cost but may actually be
conservative for the pharmaceutical
industry where the cost of active
ingredients makes every batch
extremely valuable.

Example 2
An equipment supplier determines
optimal equipment specifications
for a range of different powders.
Samples of a new customer’s powder
are supplied to the company which
then specifies equipment that will
deliver defined performance based
on a knowledge of measured powder
properties.
For this company more accurate
and relevant powder testing would
be expected to deliver better
processing solutions or to accelerate
the workflow right through to the
point of turn-key delivery, with fewer
at-site modifications and trouble-free
commissioning.
The easiest return to estimate is
one based on an accelerated work
flow. If improved testing leads to a
reduction in the amount of time taken
to deliver a quality solution through to
completion, there is capacity to serve

more customers in any given year and
boost turnover.
Multiplying the number of customers
in a year by the average time taken to
develop a solution for each customer
(t1) delivers a measure of the capacity
of the company. Dividing this capacity
by the time taken to deliver a solution
with the new testing regime (t2)
gives an estimate of the number of
customers that can now be served in
a year.

a solution is reduced to 65 hours,
a modest saving of ~7%, then 43
customer solutions can now be
developed in a given year. If the
average profit per solution is £15,000
this equates to a profit increase of
£45,000.
As in the previous examples there
may also be other gains in certain
instances, for example:

•

Annual number of customers *
((t1) / (t2))
This can be converted into an
economic gain using a figure for
averaged profit per customer.
For example, if the equipment
supplier develops 40 customer
solutions in a year taking 70 hours per
solution (in total) then the ‘capacity’
of the company is 2,800 hours. If
the average time taken to develop
23

•

If the pilot plants and / or test rigs
are at capacity then the next step
of growth for the company could
involve a major investment. Should
the powder tester reduce pilot
plant times in these circumstances
then the value may be
substantially greater than the
estimate above suggests
If the new tester improves the
quality and performance of the
solutions offered then there is also
the potential to target higher value
business

3

Example 3
A powder supplier serves a
market that is very sensitive to the
consistency and quality of a product.
Products that are perceived as having
the best quality command a premium
price.

3

Where the adoption of a new
powder testing strategy enables a
manufacturer to consistently produce
a higher quality product, and to
provide an assurance of that quality,
then an investment in new technology
can lead directly to an increase in
profitability.

Average annual throughput *
Additional profit per tonne for a
higher quality product)
For example, if a plant with a
throughput of 10,000 tonnes per
annum can make an additional £50
per tonne profit by increasing quality
then the total annual gain is £500,000.
Improvements in product quality may
additionally open up completely new
application markets for a product and
/ or result in ‘preferred supplier status’
providing security of cash flow.

The potential gain can be calculated
by multiplying the throughput of the
production facility by an estimate of
the potential increase in profit.

24

Example 4
A pharmaceutical formulation
laboratory works within a QbD
framework to bring new formulations
in the form of tablets through to
commercial production. Key activities
include developing the design space
for each unit operation involved, often
comprising wet granulation, drying,
blending and tableting.
The greatest gain that improved
testing can present in this situation
is a reduced time to market. For a
new drug, even the most marginal
increase in the amount of time a
product can be sold under patent
protection can instantly dwarf the cost
of instrumentation. For generics the
exclusivity period awarded to the ‘first
to file’ is also of substantial economic
benefit. However, other gains may be
easier to claim and to demonstrate.

On a day-to-day basis, improved
powder testing, either better offline testing or an in-line system,
will typically reduce the number of
batches needed to identify optimal
processing conditions, both initially
and as the process is scaled-up.

cost of these batches is £15,000 and
£50,000 respectively, then the total
savings within the wet granulation
processes are £204,000, for each
product scaled up.

The savings in active ingredients
alone can therefore be considerable,
before including other ingredients
and manpower costs, and can be
calculated in a way exactly analogous
to Example 1.
If a new tester technology reduces
the number of batches required
to establish optimal granulation
conditions at the lab scale (3 litre
scale) from 5 batches to 2 batches,
and each batch is associated with a
‘production’ cost (raw materials and
manpower) of £3,000 the saving is
£9,000. If this success is repeated
at the 15 and 50 litre scales, as
the granulation is moved towards
commercial manufacture, and the

3

The pharmaceutical industry is looking to continuous processing to
enhance production efficiency and product quality
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Example 5

3

A pharmaceutical manufacturer
produces batches of tablets from an
active ingredient, made at another
site within the company, and bought
in excipients. The amount of tablet
capping varies considerably from
batch to batch but can be as high
as 3%, compromising throughput
and wasting ingredients, or at least
resulting in substantial rework.
Research scoping the design space
for the process indicates that capping
can be avoided if tableting conditions,
particularly processing speed is
appropriately matched to the tableting
blend.
In this manufacturing environment
better powder testing will enable
operations to be controlled in a
responsive way, within the design
space, to adapt to the changing
properties of the incoming materials.
These will be subject to variability
within a closely defined range. With

responsive process control, capping
can be eliminated. Some of the
savings from this improvement are
those associated with the wastage
caused by capping, which can
be calculated from the increase in
saleable tablets multiplied by the
profit per tablet.

If a tablet campaign produces 3,000
tablets per minute, runs for 6 hours
and has a 3% capping rate, the
number of tablets lost as a result of
capping is 32,400. If the profit per
tablet is £1.00 then the additional
earnings from eliminating capping is
£32,400 per campaign.

Number of tablets lost as a result of
capping * profit per tablet

Capping following tablet compression can cause significant wastage. Powder testers
enable users to better understand related material properties and optimise formulations and
process variables accordingly
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Example 6
A toll manufacturer uses a blender
to mix raw materials to homogeneity
using a standard protocol. Blending
is carried out for a period of up to
2 hours with samples extracted at
15-minute intervals for at-line testing,
to determine whether the blend
has reached a homogeneous state.
Three results with a %RSD <2% are
taken as evidence that the batch is
suitable for release, or for downstream
processing. Overall this results in
average batch processing times in the
order of 3-3.5 hours.
In this scenario, implementing an inline monitoring technology will enable
blending to be carried out for just
long enough to ensure homogeneity
for each new batch of raw materials.
It will also eliminate the manual effort
associated with at-line testing, freeing
up resources for alternative tasks. The
revised number of batches that could

be processed can be calculated
from the ratio of t1, the average time
currently taken to blend each batch,
to t2, the average time to blend each
batch with in-line monitoring in place:
Number of batches * (t1 / t2)
Current data suggest that
homogeneity is attained within 2 hours
but quite feasibly some time before
that. The analytical process, involving
triplicate measurements, also adds
approximately 1 hour to the overall
processing time. If 10 batches are
currently produced per week, and
the introduction of in-line technology
reduces process time from 3 hours
to 1 hour, then 30 batches could be
produced in the same timeframe.
If each batch generates a profit of
£150, then this equates to a potential
gain of £12,000 per month, assuming
sufficient demand for the blender.
Alternatively, as in example 2, the gain
may be much greater if the blender is
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at capacity and investment in a larger
unit is being considered.
Furthermore, this simple calculation
assumes that profit per batch
remains constant when in reality
energy consumption per batch will
be reduced, as a consequence of
shorter blending times, as will the
manual input required for analysis,
which also has an associated cost. It
is therefore reasonable to suggest that
the proposed saving is a conservative
estimate.

3

Section 4
In summary

A

rigorous assessment of the projected ROI that will be realised from the purchase of powder testing equipment
provides a sound basis for an investment decision. Powder testers can deliver value in a multitude of ways
depending on whether they are being used in R&D, process design or day-to-day operation, and the problems that
need to be addressed to improve operational performance and productivity. The sensitivity, practicality and relevance
of powder testers can vary substantially, with instruments that score highly in these areas usually requiring a higher
initial investment. However, establishing the right powder testing strategy can deliver significant economic benefits that
rapidly offset any initial outlay and continue to pay dividends over many years.

4
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